
 C7 R-SERIES MK2 SXS SHAKER

  THE SHAKER REVOLUTIONIZED



SPECIFICATIONS & FEATURES 
- John Deere 4045 74hp Tier 4 final engine
- ECOOL variable electric cooling system
- High debris radiator & swing out oil cooler 
- DUALFORCE shake & ground drive system
- POWERMAX operating system 
- TRUECLAMP with unclamp lockout safety 
- INCONTROL touch screen with adjustments
- COE ESHAKE programable shake with 

automation features
- Single joystick control with multifunctions
- Rexroth hydrostatic pump & variable motors
- Auburn Gear planetary hubs 3WD with 

auto-shifting 
- Proportional clamp & carriage in-out sensor
- Parking brake (fail safe design)  
- COE 33/16.5 x 16.5 12-ply tires 
- Dual dry element air cleaner w/ pre-cleaner
- LED light bars (Front, rear & head) 
- Safety flasher lights 
- TH-8 shaker head with 110CC VOAC, 

center swing weights, grease serviceable 
energy wheel & sling lubrication system

- 24’ flanged deflector with 4’ cut outs 
- PVC deck coverings
- Arm rest with storage compartment
- Powder coated finish

OPTIONS
- ESHAKE Live Tree Calibration 
- Shake patterns 
- Air conditioned & heated cab 
- Remote monitoring & tracking system 
- Automatic sweepers with hydraulic lift 
- TH-8X shaker head 
- Powered pre-cleaner system
- AXIOM lift system
- MAX package (Large tree capability, TH-8X, 

Axiom lift, Trax ready frame, 34’ deck)
- Traction valve 
- TRAX rubber track drive by COE
- Multiple deck & cut out sizes available
- Cut out fencing pre-installed 
- Urethane deck fencing
- Canvas deck coverings 
- Soft padding 
- JD 139HP T4 final engine (C7R+) with 

reversing fan
- Tier 3 engines (export only)
- Mummy deck 

Powered pre cleaner option

Swing out coolers

AXIOM lift & MAX package

Swing out coolers
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